2/28 Frosty Toes Road Race

Hartford, Ohio

Come out to the annual season opener in Central Ohio, (no more
than two hours from anywhere in Ohio). This is a good way to get
the legs and lungs opened up on a race course that offers plenty of
flat sections and no hills.
By competing in the first race of the Torelli Spring Classics Series
you will have a chance to get a jump on the points toward the overall championship and the first place prize of a new Torelli Selvino
full carbon frameset for the Cat 1-2 and Cat.3-4 fields.

Course Description- There will be a flat 10 mile loop that goes in and out of the Village
of Hartford once each lap. The course is generally good pavement, no grave, or dirt
roads.
Directions- from Columbus, Ohio take I-71 north to St. Rt. 37 east to Sunbury. Take St.
Rt. 37 east through Sunbury. Follow St. Rt. 37 to Johnstown. Just before Johnstown turn
left onto Croton Rd. and follow it to Croton. You can also get to Johnstown via St. Rt. 62.
In Corton the S/F is on the square.
Here’s the scoop- The prize money for our Spring Classic events is guaranteed in each
category. Registration begins at 90 minutes before the first race and closes 15 minutes
before each race. There is no late fees, but there is a discount if you pre-reg. at
www.racelistings.com .
We reserve the right to change a lot of things, including lengthen, shorten, modify,
cancel, or combine races and /or prize list if insufficient entries or bad weather. If less
than 5 in a category, races will be combined, less than ten riders in a category pays one
place only. Full payment of M 1-3, and M 3-4 requires 10 entries.
Course M ap

To register, get times, prizes, places and categories go back to the home page and click
onto registration under the Frosty Toes banner

In Hartford, please respect the community and
DO NOT CHANGE IN THE STREET
DO NOT LEAVE TRASH AROUND
DO NOT THROW YOUR BOTTLE OFF
DO NOT DROP THE “F” BOM B OR ANY OTHER FOUL LAUGUAGE
Hartford will kick us out if we don’t show respect.

